Octopus, Owl, Scotney, Willow
Below is a list of home learning activities. This term we would like you to complete four of the activities below (at least one of
which must be writing based). These need to be returned to school by the end of term, although they can come in before, as and
when they are completed.
Using your sketching
techniques, including
shading, draw a portrait of
an Egyptian Pharaoh.

Write a diary entry from
an Ancient Egyptian worker
describing the work they
have been doing and how
they feel.

Create a blueprint and
design of your choice for
tomb fit to bury an
Egyptian Pharaoh in the
Valley of the kings.

Write an Egyptian themed
story with the title
‘King Tut returns’.

Design a set of clothing for
Queen Cleopatra that uses
traditional Egyptian
patterns or symbols.

Create a comic strip
showing the events
described in the Ancient
Egyptian creation myth.

Research and create, using
your choice of materials,
an Ancient Egyptian soul
house.

Make a power point about
an aspect Ancient Egyptian
life that you have not yet
studied.

Write your own magical
protection spell from ‘The
book of the Dead’ in
hieroglyphics.

Create an Ancient Egyptian
death-mask using your
choice of materials.

As well as these, the
expectations for Reading
remain that same. Children
should read at home to an
adult at least three times
per week (ideally 5). Please
record and sign their
Reading Record after each
read.

Multiplication Tables remain a focus. In your
year group, children should be learning all of
their multiplication tables.

P.E timetable mat be subject to change, though
it will remain at 2 sessions per week.
Please ensure your children has kit available.

Although we will not have multiplication
tables home learning, children will be
assessed on their multiplication tables each
week. This may be orally, as part of a game
or in a written format.

As we work our way through winter, please be
mindful that children will still be going outside
for their P.E sessions so plain grey and black
jogging bottoms are a very good idea!

